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ABOUT US

G7International is an Italian security company specialised
in offering security consultancy, risk management, physical
security and training

We operate in over 20 countries. Thanks to our capabilities
and long-term experience, even based on numerous
working relationships with government entities and a solid
clientele, G7Int is considered a market leader in its sector
in Italy

We are the first italian authorized company to provide
antipiracy services on board of merchant ships

Thanks to our strategical partnership with Al Thuraya
Group, a leading company in high-quality security
solutions, we can provide our customer with a complete
world wide offer



ETHICS

Ethical values and principles

G7Int operates according to a strict ethical code of
conduct, respected and supported by all of its
representatives

Furthermore, G7Int collaborates with governments
and international agencies ensuring absolute
transparency in its activities

Professionalism

G7Int has high level of competence and
professionalism derived by the use of personnel from
State Intelligence and Special Forces, ex-military with
numerous missions abroad and a significant wealth of
experience in peace-keeping

Methodology

Our teams refer promptly to a security management
methodology according to constantly updated and
controlled models, based on observation, analysis,
identification and assessment of risks, preparation of
contrast and prevention or remediation measures
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

AL THURAYA GROUP

G7International and Al Thuraya Group signed a
strategic partnership to enlarge their
worldwide presence and become a market
leader in the security sector

The joint strategy is based on the integration of
companies offerings and worldwide spread
resources by mixing tailored services with
technology-based information management
tools

Al Thuraya is a large group of companies (2.150
empolyees) with a large business perimeter
but a strong specialization on security issues
and competences



ITALSEC S.R.L

The partnership with ITALSEC S.R.L is a recent and important step forward in G7 International’s development and
expansion strategy, designed and planned to position the company as a global security solutions player

ITALSEC is an Italian Security and Investigation Company, part of Renco Group S.p.A with controlled subsidiaries in
Pointe Noire (Congo), Yerevan (Armenia) and Capo Delgado (Mozambique)
In such countries the Italsec companies are constantly providing services as per specific armed security services
licenses

In Mozambique Italsec security license includes activities in off-shore areas
The ITALSEC's staff are from Host Government Security Forces, according to Mozambican law regulations, and in
compliance with voluntary principles on security and respect for human rights

Thanks to its partnership with ITALSEC, and to its specific authorizations, G7 International is able to provide armed
security services in Mozambique, Congo and Armenia, always guaranteeing high-quality services and standards

Due to its conuous presence in the areas and its established relationships with national institutions, G7Int and
Italsec are able to provide integrated and comprehensive services tailored to the needs of the customer (such as
meet and great, hospitality and logistic services, …)

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP



G7INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONAL MAP



CONSULTANCY SERVICES
- Risk assessment and analysis
- Security plans, standard and procedure
- Investigation and researches
- Cyber security

PHYSICAL SECURITY
- Travel security
- VIP/close protection
- Site and vessel security management
- Surveillance
- Security training
- Sec Operations Center 24x7
- MedEvac e repatriation
- Environmental remediation

INFORMATION SERVICES
- Alerting & Warning at internatinal level
- Country report
- 24x7 resources tracking
- Event management 24x7

G7INTERNATIONAL OFFERING



G7 PLATFORM

G7P is a fully developed and implemented platform in Italy that allows you to manage and share messages,
activities, documents on which every SECURITY process depends.

• ALERTING & WARNING • RISK RATING • RESOURCES TRACKING • RISK ASSESSMENT

MISSIONE NAIROBI
LAND SECURITY
ETD 11/1/18 ETA 25/5/18

RESCUE & RECOVERY
BAGHDAD-IRAQ
ETD 20/10/18 ETA 12/10/18

VIP PROTECTION
CDR12 UFP//47.2
ETD 20/11/18 ETA 25/12/18

VIP PROTECTION
CDR10 UFP//4.21
ETD 20/10/17 ETA 25/12/18

MISSIONE ADEN
MARITIME SECURITY
ETD 20/11/18 ETA 25/12/18



SECURITY SERVICES

The Department of Security Services was created
to give an answer to the growing demands of our
customers in the provision of armed security
and protection of personal business

Thanks to its method and security manager
and experts, G7Int is providing both tailored
services and security information tools to its
customers

Our services and solutions are powered by new
security models and values developed by our
staff (composed by employees from elite
departments of the Italian Army and the Navy,
with numerous missions abroad and a wealth of
experience in peacekeeping)

"There are no plans for efficient
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of risk and risk assessment’'
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Risk Assessment
Our department maintains and constantly
updates a large security information database

This database, and its interpretation, are 
mandatory to ensure the elasticity and reliability
to our model of risk assessment

Our SENIOR SECURITY MANAGERS operate with a
focus: planning for each of the identified threats
a proper response to the identified hazards

One goal: mitigate risks to defend customer’s
human capital and business

RISK ASSESSMENT
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SECURITY SERVICES



SECURITY SERVICES

Travel Security

Thanks to the work of our Risk Analysis
Team, we can predict at any time threats to 
ensure our clients success

A special control room is available 24/24, 
365 days a year, and it coordinates and 
assists the team of Travel Security

By using sophisticated GPS equipment and
advanced communication systems, G7Int
enables companies to be in contact with their
employees at any time

Before each trip in hostil enviroments, G7Int
relies on the professionalism of its
instructors to hold some sessions of Security
Awareness Training where participants will
be immersed in realistic scenarios and
instructed on how to behave while on the
move
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Close Protection & VIP Security

Ensuring the safety of its employees is a duty of
every company, be it multinational or SMEs, and
legal rapresentatives and management members
has specific and legal responsabilities

The protection of staff and managers in unstable
countries and cultures with adverse
business, can not be performed by the same
professionals who practice close- protection
scenarios as usual in a common scenario

In some regions dangers and threats may
increase in complex reality and could become
instantly lethal

Only the use of staff with a mature and proven
experience in hazardous areas, can ensure the
safety of customer resources (employees, …)

SECURITY SERVICES
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Logistic Support Field & Technological
Security

Business in risk areas could be difficult because of
the unpredictability of many factors

G7Int assists its clients in the stages of the
most sensitive as:
• Start-up

• Planning assistance and equipment 
surveillance

• Recruiting and training of base-located personnel

G7Int is also involved in the planning phase of new
infrastructure and facilities, suggesting design and
technological solutions essential in the process of
mitigating risks

The presence of G7Int in the planning stages and in
all those that precede the start of activities,
provides:

• Lowering in costs of security management

• Speeding up decision-making processes

SECURITY SERVICES
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Maritime service and anti-piracy
G7Int is the Italian market leader in
antipiracy service and first Italian
company to have obtained a license for
anti-piracy of merchant ships

Defending ships, their crews and the ports
where they land, is our job

We do it every day with the awareness to
have the best men from the special forces
of the Italian army, entrusting their
coordination with the Security Manager
that will enhance talent and preparation

OUR SERVICES
• Maritime Risk Analysis
• Maritime Security Planning
• Counter Piracy Operations
• Port Survey
• Off-shore Platform Security

MARITIME SERVICES



Port Survey
The security of port facilities, has a
great value in national economies and
in the world market as well

These infrastructures reach large
areas making them subjected to
phenomena of theft, infiltration and
attacks by organized criminal groups

G7Int is able to provide advice to
operators, owners and managers,
providing:

• Port Facility Security Assessments
(PFSA's)

• Port Facility Security Plans (PFSP's)
• International Ships and Port Facility

Security Assessments (ISPS)

Off-shore
Platform Security

Port Survey

MARITIME SERVICES



Off-shore platform security

The current geopolitical situation in several areas
of Africa and Middle East, extraordinarily
increases the chances for companies with
activities abroad of becoming subject of
attention by organized terrorist groups

Offshore platforms are exposed to specific risks
and threats, very different from those of ships
and cargos

In order to mitigate these risks a team of security
specialists with high expertise in the
management of facility in deep water is necessary

G7Int has experienced professionals, ensuring the
safety of infrastructure, personnel and capital
onboard offshore platforms, around the world

Particularly in Mozambico, Italsec has all needed
authorization to perform off-shore security
services

Port Survey Off shore
Platform Security

MARITIME SERVICES



MARITIME SERVICES

Port entrance & Off shore Platform
Customized Security

ON LAND DEVICES

• Surface radar

• Acoustic Passive Device (APD)

• IR Camera

UNDERWATER DEVICES

•Underwater WEB with acoustic
modem

•Acoustic Underwater Passive
Device (AUPD)

• Active Sonar

CONTROL STATION

• Interface underwater devices

• Interface on land devices

• Process data and alarms

• Interface perimeter anti-intrusion



Logistic Support Field &
Technological Security

Doing business in some risk areas may 
become difficult due to the unpredictability 
of many factors. G7 assists its customers in 
the most delicate phases such as:

• Start-up logistics / qualified
personnel

• Planning of fittings and
equipment storage

• Recruitment and training of local staff

SECURITY SERVICES
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CYBER SECURITY

G7Int Cyber securiy solutions

Thanks to our IT department and to strategic
partnerships we are providing high-profile
professional services to our customers
exploiting OSINT, closed sources, deep web
data …

• Cyber assessment
• Penetration tests

• Vulnerability assessment

• Cyber threats Intelligence
• CTI Platform

• Business risk intelligence

• Information superiority + threats mgmt
• O Days

• Full defence

• Sec knowledge base

• Proactive security

• Cyber defense

• Incident response

• Training + Cyber simulation and gaming
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Security Systems

• Border Control

• Drone Patrolling

• Access Control

• Fixed & Mobile scanners

• Thermal Camera & Long
range Cameras

• ID access Control

• Biometrics

• Perimetral Surveillance

SECURITY SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY

Travel Security
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Video Analysis

• Algorithm features:

• Advanced «Motion»

• Counter Terrorism

• Vehicules and people
counting

• Privacy Masking

• Area Control

• Face Recognition

• …

• Itegrations with all major TVC vendors

• Centralization and transmission of images
to distributed control rooms

• Encrypted Communication protocols
and cloud

• Software customization according to the
customer’s application needs

• Interface with existing systems

• Loading of virtual and interactive maps
of supervised critical sites

ANALISYS OF

REALSCENES

THROUGH

ARTIFICIAL

VISION

SOFTWARE
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G7International has technical skills 
and knowhow on control room 
design and implementation

• Sensitive Site Supervision

• Alarm Management

• Crysis Management

• Alarm Storage

• Cyber data Management

SECURITY SERVICES

Control Room



SECURITY SERVICES

Mexico

G7 international, ItalSec and Al Thuraya Group together can offer a large presence worldwide representing a
reliable and spacialized partner in the security sector
In order to maintain constant contact with expats, G7 manages the assets of its customers with a geolocalization
system and with an application tracking that allows the constant monitoring and assistance to the staff directly
from our Control Rooms, where our multilingual operators, available 24/7, will keep the traveling staff updated in
real time on all critical events.

Egypt SlovakiaCyprus



SECURITY SERVICES

De-mining Dept.

For specific high-risk areas, G7 assists its
customers with demining activities. The
'modus operandi' consists of the use of
standard, modular and integrated
procedures that allow the treatment of
allocated areas, resulting in the reuse of
these areas. Methods and technologies are
a combination of manual demining, the use
of canine units and the use of mechanical
equipment.
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SPECIAL TRAINING

G7Int is able to provide specific 
training on military instruments and 
technology of different types, 
applied to operational scenarios.

Thanks to highly specialized
personnel coming from Italian
special forces and a strong 
relationship with technology
producer and vendors, G7Int 
operates as a high quality reference
in the sector

G7Int technical skills are also
focussed on helicopter technical 
management activities

Defence

T129

AW139M
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CERTIFICATIONS

Italian Ministry of Defense official partner.



ROME

G7 International Srl

Viale di Val Fiorita 88,

00144 Roma, Italia

Tel: +39 (0)668210782

Email: info@g7international.com

MILAN

G7 International Srl

Viale Leonardo da Vinci, 43 –

20090, Trezzano sul Naviglio (MI)

Tel. +39 02 84921712

Email: info@g7international.com
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